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We present M[eye]cro an interaction technique to select on-screen objects and navigate menus through the
synergistic use of eye-gaze and thumb-to-finger microgestures. Thumb-to-finger microgestures are gestures
performed with the thumb of a hand onto the fingers of the same hand. The active body of research on
microgestures highlights expected properties including speed, availability and eye-free interaction. Such
properties make microgestures a good candidate for multitasking. However, while praised, the state-of-the-art
hypothesis stating that microgestures could be beneficial for multitasking has never been quantitatively
verified. We study and compare M[eye]cro to a baseline, i.e., a technique based on physical controllers, in a
cockpit-based context. This context allows us to design a controlled experiment involving multitasking with
low- and high-priority tasks in parallel. Our results show that performances of the two techniques are similar
when participants only perform the selection task. However, M[eye]cro tends to yield better time performance
when participants additionally need to treat high-priority tasks in parallel. Results also show that M[eye]cro
induces less fatigue and is mostly preferred.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Thumb-to-finger gestures, i.e., single hand microgestures, are gestures made with the thumb on
other fingers. Thumb-to-finger interaction offers an expressive set of gestures, e.g., taps with
variable pressure, swipes, shape drawing and time-based gestures such as dwell taps or double taps.
They can be performed on several parts of the fingers and take advantage of the proprioception
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and hand dexterity. Previous work on thumb-to-finger gestures has mainly focused on gesture
recognition, rather than interaction. As an interaction modality, thumb-to-finger gestures could
potentially: be performed eyes-free (capitalizing on human proprioception) and thus while the visual
attention is focused on another parallel task; be performed in-situ allowing them to be interrupted
so as to quickly switch to any other interactors; and be performed swiftly. Thumb-to-finger gestures
therefore define a promising interaction modality for multitasking, when users need to quickly
perform a task while doing another one, e.g., changing the volume of the radio while driving or
modifying an object on a map while piloting an aircraft. Moreover, a huge benefit of microgestures
is their potential to be performed with one hand while the other hand performs another task. Such
benefits are expected and illustrated in cycling and driving contexts [19, 43, 54, 54]. However, in
these studies the benefits of thumb-to-finger microgestures are not quantitatively assessed.

In this paper, we present the first quantitative study of multitasking involving thumb-to-finger
gestures. We study multitasking and task switching by considering both parallel tasks and task
interruption (alert management). The high-priority task is performed using the right hand. Micro-
gestures performed with the left hand are readily available at all times and used to perform the
low-priority task. This hand mapping is directly inspired from cockpit layouts. However, in our
experiments we ensured that all participants were right-handed to avoid use of the non-dominant
hand for high-priority tasks. In this study, for performing the low-priority task, we compare a
new thumb-to-finger gesture based technique, M[eye]cro, with a technique based on physical
controllers. M[eye]cro is a technique to select on-screen objects using eye-gaze and navigate
menus using thumb-to-finger gestures. In an object selection phase, M[eye]cro takes advantage of
eye movements to quickly point at targets, combined with thumb-to-finger microgestures to avoid
the Midas touch problem. In a menu,M[eye]cro uses thumb-to-finger microgestures to select items
without requiring users to grasp a specific device.

We choose an aircraft cockpit as a usage context for studying multitasking in a critical environ-
ment. It is now common for pilots to spend most of their time in the cockpit monitoring several
on-board instruments (e.g., airspeed indicator and compass) or managing the remaining route.
They also select different objects on the on-board screens to tweak or read their associated values
(e.g., objects on a map). Depending on the flight phase, these tasks can even occur in parallel.
This context is thus proper for studying multitasking involving thumb-to-finger microgestures
since we can define a pseudo-realistic task in which microgestures are performed in parallel to
piloting and can be interrupted by external stimuli. The study protocol was designed jointly with
aviation professionals (i.e., experienced pilots, aviation ergonomists and cockpit designers). Their
expertise helped ensure a realistic task scenario as well as a realistic baseline technique based on
physical controllers (e.g., physical buttons and knobs). We comparedM[eye]cro to an on-board
aircraft tangible-based interaction technique in a controlled experiment looking at three different
contexts: 1/ users only performing a low-priority selection task (which serves as our baseline com-
parison between both techniques); 2/ while performing the low-priority task, users dealing with a
high-priority intermittent alert monitoring task (to evaluate selection performances while users’
attention is divided, and need to abruptly interrupt their current task); and 3/ while performing the
low-priority task, users performing a high-priority continuous control task (to evaluate selection
performances while another task is performed in parallel).
Our results show that performances of the two techniques are similar when participants only

perform a selection task. However, M[eye]cro tends to yield better time performances when other
tasks are involved. M[eye]cro also induces less fatigue and is mostly preferred by the participants.
From these results, we can conclude that the microgesture-based technique tends to be similar in
performance to the technique based on physical controllers when no additional task is conducted.
However, the microgesture-based technique seems to show better performance than the technique
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based on physical controllers when additional tasks are performed in parallel. This is very promising
for microgesture-based techniques as the results quantitatively confirm a state-of-the-art hypothesis.
Finally, although we tested M[eye]cro in a very specific context, this technique for object and
command selection could easily be adapted to several contexts of use. But further studies would
nonetheless be needed to confirm M[eye]cro’s benefits.
This paper makes two main contributions. 1/ We presentM[eye]cro, an interaction technique

using eye-gaze and thumb-to-finger microgestures for object and command selection, and compare
it to a technique based on physical controllers in a cockpit context. 2/ We conduct a study to
quantitatively assess the benefits of thumb-to-finger microgestures for multitasking in a critical
context of use, in which microgestures are performed in parallel to another task and are interrupted.

2 RELATEDWORK
Webuild on previouswork onmicrogestures and gaze selection, the twomodalities of theM[eye]cro
technique that are used in a synergistic way. We also present related work on interaction in the
cockpit, which is the studied application domain of M[eye]cro.

2.1 Microgestures and Thumb-to-finger Gestures
Microgestures are defined as gestures performed with the thumb of a hand onto the fingers of the
same hand [7]. Several elicitation studies have been conducted to define appropriate microges-
tures, either hand free [7] or while grasping objects [6, 39, 50, 51]. Thumb-to-finger gestures are
microgestures involving a contact between the thumb and another hand part [41]. Several studies
assess the comfort of finger parts on which to perform thumb-to-finger gestures [18, 21, 36, 46].
Results show that comfort gradually decreases from the index finger to the pinky, however, the
index and middle fingers are close in terms of comfort compared to the other fingers. Comfort also
tends to decrease along each finger from the top phalanx to the bottom one. Kao et al. showed that
performing gestures on the nail is suited for interaction and appreciated by users [23].
To recognize thumb-to-finger gestures several approaches use cameras, however, they require

calibration and they suffer from occlusion (i.e occlusion of joints and finger segments) [29, 36, 41].
Other approaches equip the hand with touch sensors, which seem to be a more reliable and easy to
design approach [21, 28, 45, 52, 56, 57]. This is the chosen method for our technique M[eye]cro.

Beyond microgesture elicitation and recognition, few studies focused on interaction techniques
based on microgestures. Tulip Menu was designed to select menu items using finger pinches [5] in
virtual/augmented reality. Chan et al. designed a trackpad onto the tip of the index finger to select
targets [8]. However, this technique was not quantitatively compared to another technique. The
other techniques were designed for text entry using thumb-to-finger gestures [21, 28, 49, 52, 55].
All these techniques were compared to standard keyboards, but most importantly none were tested
in a multitasking context.
The use of microgestures in cycling and driving contexts was also studied. Tan et al. found

no performance difference between microgesture interaction and physical controller interaction
while cycling [43]. Also in a cycling context, Xiao et al. observed that microgestures did not impact
reaction time, however, they impacted the detection of objects in the peripheral vision [53]. Two
studies in a driving context applied microgestures to control car functions [19, 54]. The first study
found no difference on driving between microgestures and free hand gestures [19]. The second
study showed that the reaction time was not impacted by the use of microgestures [54]. These
contextual studies showed that microgestures are promising for performing low-priority tasks.
However, all these studies were performed with the hand grabbing the steering wheel without
considering thumb-to-finger gestures. In the cockpit context of our study the hand can be released
to perform thumb-to-finger gestures allowing a much richer vocabulary of microgestures.
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2.2 Gaze Selection
Pointing using eye-gaze has been extensively studied in the literature. A set of techniques support
classical cursor selection with eye-gaze [3, 15, 24, 58]. Other techniques are dedicated to text typing
with eye-gaze [1, 17, 26]. We focus on target selection with eye-gaze. Sibert et al. compared eye-gaze
selection, using a dwell time for target validation, with the mouse [40]. They observed that eye-gaze
leads to better performances than the mouse on sufficiently spaced targets. Kumar et al. showed
that a technique based on eye-gaze and keyboard validation has performances close to using a
mouse for a web browsing task [25]. The results of an experiment conducted by Zhang et al. showed
that validation with a keyboard press tends to be faster than using a dwell time [59].

Eye-gaze selection is promising for target selection if using a classical mouse cursor is not possible.
For instance, it is commonly used as a selection mean for augmented or virtual reality [4, 27, 37]. For
interaction with a head-mounted display, Jalaliniya et al. observed that eye-gaze pointing is faster
than pointing with a hand-held finger mouse used as a baseline [20]. Luro et al. compared eye-gaze
selection with a traditional hand controller in virtual reality. Both methods led to similar selection
time but the traditional hand controller was more accurate, while eye-gaze produced less perceived
cognitive load [30]. In GazeGrip [60], Zhou et al. combined eye-gaze with back-of-device touch
interaction. Preliminary results suggest that the system reduced fatigue and improve accuracy and
precision.

Combining touch and eye-gaze was studied as a promising way to design interaction techniques.
Voelker et al. studied the combined usage of touch and eye-gaze in an interactive workspace
consisting of an horizontal touchscreen and a vertical touchscreen. Voelker et al. observed that
using gaze input and horizontal touchscreen input to validate the selection of a target displayed on
a vertical touchscreen is faster than directly touching the target on the vertical touchscreen [47].
Pfeuffer et al. compared touch+gaze with touch only, on rotation, scaling and dragging tasks [33].
Results showed that gaze+touch is as fast and accurate as touch only for rotation and scaling but is
slower and less precise for dragging. A technique using eye-gaze and index-middle finger pinch
gestures was also designed but was not compared to other techniques [34]. An informal evaluation
nonetheless showed an efficient adoption of this technique by users who found it natural.

Finally, Prabhakar et al. [35] compared the usage of eye-gaze with a touchscreen to interact while
driving a car. Results showed that eye-gaze leads to better driving performances than when using a
touchscreen, which is promising for the use of eye-gaze when performing tasks in parallel.

2.3 Interaction in the Cockpit
Most of the studies on interaction in the cockpit focused on physical controllers and touchscreens.
Stanton et al. compared four modalities (i.e., trackpad, trackball, rotary controllers and touch-
screen) for performing two tasks (i.e., target selection and menu navigation) [42]. They found
that touchscreen interaction seems to be the fastest modality. However, this modality was ranked
higher in terms of discomfort than the other modalities. Rogers et al. compared a touchscreen
interaction to rotary knobs to control multiple widgets (e.g., buttons, sliders) [38]. Results showed
that no modality performs better overall and that performance is dependent on the task at hand
and users’ demographics. Voelker et al. performed an experiment to compare virtual rotary knobs
on a touchscreen with physical ones for a simple rotation task [48]. Results showed that physical
knobs are 20% faster, and their performance is barely impacted when not looking at them, in
contrast with touchscreen interaction which requires considerably more visual attention. Thomas
compared physical cursor control devices (i.e., thumbsticks and a trackball) with a trackpad and a
touchscreen on a 2D target selection task [44]. The trackpad tends to be faster and more accurate,
followed by the touch modality and then the physical controllers. However, the touch modality
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performed worst for small target selections. Alapetite et al. compared classical cockpit physical
controllers with the touch modality in a real-world context: the modification of a flight planning
in a cockpit simulator [2]. The main task was performed in parallel with an alert monitoring
task. Pilots performing the study needed to take actions when alerts went off. They observed that
pilots were faster with physical controllers than with touchscreen interaction. In all these studies,
physical controllers seem to perform better than touch interaction. It is mainly due to the high
visual attention that is required for touch interaction [48]. Moreover, several other studies indicate
that the performance of touch interaction decreases considerably with degraded conditions (e.g.,
operator stress, higher cognitive load, smoke or turbulence) [12, 13, 22].
Turbulent Touch uses a stencil to stabilize touch interaction during vibrations [9]. Compared

to classical touchscreen inputs and a trackball, Turbulent Touch did not perform faster but was
less error prone for small targets in a high vibration context. Similarly Braced Touch uses multiple
fingers as anchors on the screen to stabilize touch interaction [10]. Results showed that using
multiple fingers instead of only one leads to better performances in a vibration condition. Both
studies were performed on a vibrating platform and asked participants to manage alerts during
the tasks. GazeForm [31] and Multi-Plié [32] are two interfaces combining touch and physical
interaction. GazeForm is a classical touchscreen which turns into a physical interface (i.e., a rotary
encoder emerges from the surface) when the user does not look at it anymore. A comparison
with classical touch interaction showed a gain of 20% in execution time. Multi-Plié is an accordion
touchscreen whose shape can be changed by the pilot or automatically depending on the context.
Two prototypes of Multi-Plié have been designed after gathering requirements from professional
pilots.

Most of the studies improving interaction in the cockpit have been centered on touch interaction
and on how to improve its use in a cockpit, especially in a vibrating environment. This focus on
touch interaction is explained by the desired goal of the aviation industry to use modalities that
are more flexible than physical controllers. Adding or modifying physical controllers is at best very
costly for manufacturers, at worst impossible. Therefore, microgestures are appropriate in this
context since multiple interaction tasks can be mapped on the same set of gestures. However, to our
knowledge, no study of gestures (especially microgestures) with eye-tracking has been conducted
either on their usage in the cockpit or on their comparison with physical controllers.

3 INTERFACE AND TECHNIQUES
In this section we describe the interface (both software and hardware) that was used in the
experiment. We first describe the low-priority task and how one can complete it using both tested
techniques (i.e., Baseline and M[eye]cro). We then describe the high-priority tasks that were
used in some conditions of the experiment and how to manage them. As stated in the introduction,
aviation professionals (i.e., experienced pilots, cockpit designers and aviation ergonomists) were
involved in the design of the interface, the techniques and the tasks. In particular the resulting
studied tasks resemble tasks commonly performed in a cockpit while being abstract enough
to be performed by non-expert users. Abstracting tasks also makes it possible to anticipate a
generalization of the results, although more studies will be required.

3.1 Low-Priority Task
Our goal with the low-priority task was to approach a realistic sequence of actions that occurs in a
cockpit and involves both phases of object and property selection. With aviation professionals, we
chose to base our low-priority task on a widespread flying routine in which pilots select objects on
a map and apply commands chosen from a contextual menu. We used an abstract version of this
task.
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Low-priority task

or

High-priority tasks

Alert

Flight

None

or

Fig. 1. Illustration of the low-priority task and high-priority tasks used in the experiment. The left image

corresponds to the screen seen by the participants during the experiment. The top left rectangle with black

outline displays a 3 by 3 grid of objects that was used for the object selection phase. The menu used to modify

the object properties lies at the bottom of this grid. Between these two parts the instruction of the task is

displayed: in the example, the participant has to select the object R8 (selection already done in this example)

and to modify its object size to 1. The right part of the interface (blue on the illustration) is dedicated

to the high-priority task if any. It is left empty in the NoSecondary condition, filled by a green rectangle

which becomes red when an alert goes off in the Alert condition, or with a flight instrument in the Flight

condition.

The low-priority task is composed of two phases: the object selection phase and the property
selection phase. Figure 1 shows the graphical user interface used in the experiment.

The object selection phase occurs in the upper part of the screen. A rectangle with black outline,
which occupies 75% of both the screen width and height, displays a 3 by 3 grid of objects. Each
object is defined by a combination of four properties: 1/ its position on the grid, 2/ its geometrical
shape, 3/ its color, and 4/ a unique identifier represented by a tuple letter-number. At any time, a
red ellipse informs which object of the grid is currently selected. If no object is selected the red
ellipse is not displayed. For the object selection phase, users are asked to select the object from the
grid corresponding to a specific identifier.

The property selection phase occurs in the lower part of the screen. Once an object of the grid is
selected, a two-level linear hierarchical menu opens on the lower part of the screen. The position
of the menu is independent of the object selected in the first phase. The menu, which occupies
100% of the screen width and 25% of its height, consists of two rows of nine items. Each item is a
dark green rectangle with a white text label. The first level items correspond to object properties
(e.g., color, size). The second level items, which are updated according to the currently selected first
level item, correspond to possible values of a given object property (e.g., blue, red or orange for the
object color property). At any time a light green background informs which item of both levels
is currently selected. When the menu opens, the central item of both levels is selected by default.
In the property selection phase, users validate (i.e., confirm a selection) a particular value (i.e., a
second level item) of a given property (i.e., a first level item). Once a value is confirmed, the menu
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is closed and the object is modified accordingly. If the user starts the object selection phase again,
the menu is closed without any value being validated.
The instructions are given textually to the users. Each instruction is composed of an object

identifier, an object property to modify and a new value for that property (e.g., R8: Object Size 1
which instructs users to change the size of the R8 object to the value 1). Instructions are displayed
in between the grid and the menu to minimize the visual disruption when users switch their focus
between the interactive parts and the instructions.

3.2 Interaction Techniques
To perform the low-priority task, we implemented two interaction techniques: 1/ Baseline, the
baseline interaction technique directly inspired from current cockpit interaction1 and 2/M[eye]cro,
a new interaction technique based on eye-gaze and thumb-to-finger microgestures. Both techniques
are performed with the left hand, as the right hand always needs to be ready to grab the side-stick
governing the aircraft orientation. In our setup, the side-stick is represented using a handle (i.e.,
joystick) comfortably placed on the right-hand side of the user. Figure 2 presents the two interaction
techniques.

Baseline

M[eye]cro

Object Property

Selection Validation Selection Validation

Fig. 2. The two compared techniques: interaction during the two phases of object and property selection.

Baseline is the interaction technique directly inspired from current cockpit interactions. It uses a handle

composed of a Hat Switch to move a cursor in the object selection phase and button to validate the object.

In the property selection phase, it uses two Incremental Rotary Encoders to move a cursor sideways in each

menu level and a physical button to validate the selected property. M[eye]cro is a new interaction technique

using eye-gaze and a thumb-to-finger tap to select an object, phalanx taps to navigate both menu levels and

a nail tap to validate the property.

1We implemented the Baseline interaction technique based on descriptions made by aviation professionals.
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Left handle:
Baseline and Alert task

Right handle:
Flight task

Rotary encoders and button
(Baseline)

Eye tracker: M[eye]cro

M[eye]croGlove:

Fig. 3. Glove used by theM[eye]cro technique and setup of the experiment.

3.2.1 Baseline.

Baseline is the baseline interaction technique we tested, directly inspired from current cockpit
interactions. We chose to base this technique on physical controllers as they are still commonly
used in cockpits, especially for military aircrafts [44]. Moreover their performance tends to be
better than touchscreens in a cockpit context, i.e., when the pilot has to look elsewhere or in the
case of degraded conditions such as turbulence [12, 13, 22, 48]. Baseline uses a Hat Switch2 and two
Incremental Rotary Encoders3. A Hat Switch is an isometric pointing device resembling a Trackpoint.
An Incremental Rotary Encoder is a physical knob that can turn endlessly in a discrete manner in
both rotational directions. In our setting, shown in Figure 3, a handle (i.e., joystick) with a hat
switch atop is placed to the left of the user. Two incremental rotary encoders are placed in a column
on a horizontal surface 10cm on the left of the handle and firmly fixed to the desk plane.

In the object selection phase users move a cross-hair using the hat switch. To increase the visibility
of the cross-hair, we have set its size to twice the size of an object. When the hat switch is pushed in
a particular direction, the cross-hair is moved at a constant speed of 22cm/s. When the hat switch
is in its resting position, the cross-hair is automatically snapped to the middle of the closest object.
At the beginning of a task, the cross-hair is placed on the central object. To confirm the selection of
an object, users press a physical button located atop the handle on the right of the hat switch. Once
the confirmation button has been pressed, the menu opens and the next phase begins.

In the property selection phase users move a cursor in each of the menu levels using a dedicated
rotary encoder. The upper (respectively lower) rotary encoder moves the cursor of the first (resp.
second) level menu. A clockwise (resp. counter-clockwise) rotation of an encoder moves the
corresponding cursor rightwards (resp. leftwards). Cursors are blocked on both ends of the menus.
To validate a second level item, users press a physical button placed on the desk next to the two
encoders.

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joystick#Hat_switch
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotary_encoder#Incremental_encoder
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3.2.2 M[eye]cro.

M[eye]cro is a new interaction technique based on eye-gaze and thumb-to-finger microgestures.
M[eye]cro is designed to rely on proprioception of users’ hand.M[eye]cro uses an Eye Tribe©
eye tracker and a left-handed glove prototype capable of detecting thumb-to-finger microgestures
(i.e., taps of the thumb on the other fingers’ phalanxes and nails). Similarly to Baseline, a handle is
placed left of the user whose purpose will be explained in the high-priority task section.
Our glove prototype, shown in Figure 3, designed to capture simple thumb-to-finger microges-

tures, is a common glove made of a thin cloth. The tip of the thumb is cut out allowing smoother
gestures. We placed 18.5mm wide circular Force-Sensitive Resistors (FSR)4 to detect thumb taps on
different parts of the left hand. Following comfort and preference recommendations of previous
studies [18, 21, 36, 46], we placed a total of 8 sensors: three sensors on each phalanx inner side of
the index and middle fingers, one sensor on the ring finger nail and one sensor on the lateral side
of the upper index finger phalanx5. We also used flex sensors6 placed on the back of the index and
middle fingers sensing how bent fingers are. The flex sensors are used to disable the FSRs and avoid
false trigger when the hand is grabbing the handle. The sensors values are read by an Arduino
Micro7, and then sent to our application which derives the corresponding interaction inputs (e.g.,
tap on the ring fingernail).

In the object selection phase users enable the eye tracker by pressing down the FSR sensor on the
lateral side of the upper index finger. When enabled, users select a target with their eye-gaze. A
black ellipse circles the closest object from the eye-gaze location on the screen. To keep the method
simple and avoid external parameters we do not use a disambiguation mechanism as objects are
distant enough from each others. To confirm the selection of an object, users simply release their
press on the FSR sensor. Once confirmed, the menu opens and the next phase begins. This technique
allows users to explicitly control the selection mode during which the eye tracker is activated. It
avoids the Midas touch problem and any visual perturbations when the eye tracker is not activated.
In the property selection phase users move a cursor in each of the menu level using taps on the

index and middle finger phalanxes. A tap on the lower (respectively upper) phalanx of the index
finger moves the first level menu cursor leftwards (resp. rightwards). Similarly, taps on the middle
finger phalanxes move the second level menu cursor. Long taps (i.e., taps lasting over 300ms) move
the cursor continuously at a pace of 6.5 items/s (empirically determined through informal pilot
testing) in the appropriate direction. Central phalanxes behave as the lower ones, as informal pilot
testing highlighted that tapping on the lower phalanxes was more difficult than tapping on the
upper ones. Cursors are blocked on both ends of the menus. To validate a second level item, users
press the ring fingernail FSR sensor.

3.3 High-Priority Tasks
The context of an aircraft cockpit involves task switching and multitasking. When performing the
task described above, pilots still need to be aware of their environment. They may be interrupted
by an alarm that they need to acknowledge or treat, and depending on the flight phase they may
need to keep an explicit control of the aircraft orientation. In order to study task switching and
multitasking, we introduced different high-priority tasks: 1/ NoSecondary which acts as a control
(i.e., users only focus on the low-priority task), 2/ Alert which interrupts the low-priority task
requiring users to quickly take an action when being prompted, and 3/ Flight which forces users
to continuously monitor and correct their aircraft orientation while performing the low-priority
4https://www.adafruit.com/product/166
5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anatomical_terms_of_location#Medial_and_lateral
6https://www.adafruit.com/product/1070
7https://store.arduino.cc/arduino-micro
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task. These two high-priority tasks are designed to force users to treat them. If not treated quickly
or precisely enough, the low-priority task is labelled as failed and stopped. Figure 1 shows the
graphical user interfaces of the two high-priority tasks.
3.3.1 Alert.

For the Alert, we use a visual stimuli to interrupt users: a green square placed on the right
side of the screen suddenly turns red prompting the users to treat it within one second. To treat it,
users need to squeeze the trigger-button of the handle with their left hand. If squeezed too late,
the low-priority task is stopped. The moment at which the alert is prompted is controlled in the
experimental design.
3.3.2 Flight.

For the Flight, we use an aircraft piloting task in the manner of MatB-II [11]. On the right side
of the screen, an abstract flight instrument represented by a graduated square with a central area is
displayed. A reticle (represented by a circle with a central dot) controlled by the side-stick (i.e., the
right-hand side handle) is shown inside this instrument. Users’ goal is to keep the reticle within
the central area. The reticle is speed-controlled. If the reticle is outside the central area, an internal
timer of three seconds is drained down. If the timer runs out, the low-priority task is stopped.
When the reticle is inside the central area, the timer is gradually filled up, never exceeding three
seconds. To complicate the task, we add random motions to the reticle composed of a random noisy
movement (instant displacement of small magnitude, less than 3cm)) and a random continuous
drift (i.e., continuous smooth movements of large magnitude, 3cm/s during 0.1 to 2 seconds). Drifts
appear every 1 to 5 seconds.

4 EXPERIMENT
We have two goals with this experiment: 1/ comparing the raw performances between M[eye]cro
and Baseline (i.e., only focusing on the low-priority task), and 2/ comparing the performances
between M[eye]cro and Baseline in the case of multitasking (i.e., with high-priority tasks).

We formulate two hypotheses:

𝐻1 Without any high-priority tasks, there is no difference of performance betweenM[eye]cro
and Baseline.

𝐻2 M[eye]cro yields better performance than Baseline with high-priority tasks.

4.1 Apparatus
Participants were comfortably sited in front of a desk. A 27-inch display was placed on the desk 80cm
in front of the participants. The experiment software ran on a 2018 Dell Latitude 5490 Windows 10
computer. The software interface was displayed in full-screen mode. Both handles (i.e., joysticks),
presented in the previous section, were situated on the desk. Their positions were adjusted to better
fit each participant morphology and fixed thanks to suction pads.

4.2 Study Design and Procedure
Participants were welcomed by the experimenter who gathered demographic data and presented
the experiment. The experimenter then showed and explained the high-priority tasks. Participants
trained on the high-priority tasks alone, treating 10 alerts successfully and performing 30 seconds
of successful reticle control. Participants then completed the experiment one technique at a time.
Before each technique, the experimenter presented the interactions. When using the Baseline
technique, they did not wear the glove. For both Baseline and M[eye]cro, they first tried the
technique on a menu alone to get used to it. At the end of each condition (i.e., tuple technique/high-
priority task), participants filled a raw Nasa TLX questionnaire. At the end of the experiment, we
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performed a semi-structured interview and we asked participants to rank techniques per condition,
to fill a questionnaire on their preferences. They were also free to make any comment on the
experiment to the experimenter.

We used a within-subject experimental design in which we tested two factors: Techniqes and
TaskTypes. We had two Techniqes: 1/ Baseline and 2/M[eye]cro. We had three TaskTypes:
1/ NoSecondary, 2/ Alert and 3/ Flight. For each combination of Techniqe and TaskType,
participants completed five Blocks in a row: one training Block, and four experimental Blocks.
Each Block was composed of nine Trials, except for the training Block which had five. A Trial
is an instance of one low-priority task. In addition to possible high-priority tasks failures, a Trial
fails when a wrong selection is confirmed by validating a second level item. For this there is no
possible correction. In total, we logged 2 Techniqes × 3 TaskTypes × 4 Blocks × 9 Trials = 216
Trials per participant.

Participants completed all the Trials using a technique before moving on to the next one. The
order of Techniqes was counter-balanced across participants. NoSecondary was always first.
Half of the participants had Alert always second and Flight always third, the other half did
Flight second and Alert third.
In each Block, the nine tasks covered all nine possible object positions, all nine possible first

level menu items, and all nine possible second level menu items. Combinations were chosen pseudo-
randomly and were all different (i.e., no combination was repeated twice in the entire experiment).
The geometrical shape, the color and the unique identifier of each object were chosen randomly for
each Trial. The first level items were category names in a different random order for each Trial
to avoid participants learning the ordering of the menu items. The second level items were ordered
numeric values (related to the category). We ensured that the first level item that needed to be
selected was always a category leading to numeric values (i.e., ID Size, Number, Vertical Position,
Horizontal Position Orientation, and Object Size), to test both menu types (i.e., un-ordered for the
first level and ordered for the second).

For the Alert condition, alerts could be triggered during the object selection phase, during the
property selection phase or between these two phases. Only one alert occurred during a Trial.
Within a Block, three Trials were randomly assigned to each of the alert phases.

At the beginning of each Trial, an instruction screen prompted participants to position their
hand(s) accordingly (i.e., left hand on the left handle, and during the Flight condition their right
hand on the right handle as well). The left handle was equipped with light sensors allowing the
system to track whether the hand was on or off the handle. Once participants had the correct
hand(s) position, the Trial started displaying the interface and the current task instruction. All
input and output events were logged and timed from the beginning of the Trial. A Trial ended
when the task was completed and the left hand was back on its handle.

A Trial was considered erroneous: if the wrong second level menu item was validated, if an
alert was not treated quickly enough in the Alert condition, or if a tracking timer ran out in the
Flight condition. An erroneous Trial was repeated at the end of the same Block until it was
successfully completed.

4.3 Participants
We recruited 12 participants in the local university campus: 6 females, 6 males, mean age 27.8 (4.5
STD), median age 27.5, all right-handed. All participants had previously used the glove in another
experiment. Our goal was to minimize the wow factor from first time use as well as maximize
participants’ familiarity with thumb-to-finger microgestures.
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4.4 Results
For all results we follow Dragicevic’s advices on statistical communication for HCI [14]. Therefore,
we use estimation methods to derive 95% confidence intervals (CIs) rather than traditional null
hypothesis statistical testing.
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Fig. 4. Mean trial completion time and CIs for each high-priority task condition, each trial phase (i.e., object

selection, property selection, return (phase during which participants get their left hand back on the handle),

each technique and each high-priority task.
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Fig. 5. Participants’ mean trial completion time ratio and CIs for each technique, phase and high-priority task.

Values correspond to the percentage of added trial completion time forM[eye]cro compared to Baseline (i.e.,

negative values mean thatM[eye]cro is faster).
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Fig. 6. Mean item selection time and CIs for each technique, each menu level (first-level – random item order,

second-level – ordered items) and item position in the menu.

4.4.1 Completion time. Figure 4 shows the mean and CIs of the total trial time for each high-
priority task condition, each trial phase (i.e., object selection, property selection, return (phase in
which participants get their left hand back on the handle) and each technique. Figure 4 also shows
the global mean time for each phase and technique across all high-priority task conditions. For an
extended analysis we also present participants’ mean time ratio between M[eye]cro and Baseline
(Figure 5), where values correspond to the percentage of added trial completion time forM[eye]cro
compared to Baseline (i.e., negative values mean thatM[eye]cro is faster).

In the NoSecondary condition the mean total trial time is similar between the two techniques
(M[eye]cro 9.22s CI [8.11, 10.34], Baseline 9.21s CI [8.26, 10.16]). For the object selection phase,
results suggest that M[eye]cro (3.23s CI [2.80, 3.67]) is faster than Baseline (3.67s CI [3.25, 4.09])
however, Baseline seems to be faster for the property selection phase (M[eye]cro 5.28s CI [4.63,
5.93], Baseline 4.65s CI [4.03, 5.26]). In the Alert condition, we observe a similar trend for the
phases but the global time ratio suggest that M[eye]cro (9.22s CI [8.01, 10.43]) is faster than
Baseline (9.51s CI [8.48, 10.53]). In the Flight condition, time ratios suggest that M[eye]cro
(10.52s CI [9.27, 11.77]) is faster than Baseline (11.25s CI [10.01, 12.48]). It could be explained
by the smaller difference between both techniques in the property selection phase. Even though,
the global mean time across all conditions seems to be slightly in favor of M[eye]cro, we cannot
conclude on a faster technique given the CIs. However, we can note that the return phase seems to
be always faster forM[eye]cro but given its magnitude (less than half a second) this difference has
little to no impact on the total time.
Figure 6 shows the mean item selection time with both techniques and each menu level (i.e.,

first-level with items in a random order, and second-level with items ordered). It also breaks down
the mean item selection time between the position of the items (i.e., left parts of the menu combined,
central position alone or right parts of the menu combined). As expected, the selection times for
the second level (M[eye]cro 0.58s CI [0.51, 0.65], Baseline 0.46s CI [0.41, 0.51]) are faster than for
the first level (M[eye]cro 0.80s CI [0.58, 1.02], Baseline 0.81s CI [0.64, 0.98]) due to the different
natures of item ordering. We saw previously that Baseline seems globally faster than M[eye]cro
in this phase, it seems that this difference is due to the second level menu item selection for which
Baseline performed better in the case of an ordered list of items.

4.4.2 Errors. Figure 7 shows the average number of errors for each high-priority tasks and tech-
niques. The figure also shows error types: non treated alerts, failed Flight, wrong selected object,
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Fig. 7. Average number of errors by participant for each high-priority task and technique. Errors are broken

down into their different types (prop. stands for property and obj. for object). CIs are associated to error
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Fig. 8. Mean alert reaction time and CIs for each technique and each alert trigger phase.

wrong selected property. M[eye]cro seems to induce more object and property selection errors for
all high-priority tasks. After further analysis, most object selection errors are due to participants’
eye-gaze moving to another part of the interface while validating, changing the object that users
wanted to originally select. For property selection errors, we hypothesize that accidental triggering
of the continuous cursor movement in the menu (i.e., dwell tap) could be the cause. However,
Baseline yields more alert and tracking failures than M[eye]cro.

4.4.3 High-priority tasks. Figure 8 shows the mean alert reaction time for each technique and each
phase in which alerts were triggered. For an extended analysis we also present the participant mean
alert reaction time ratio between M[eye]cro and Baseline (Figure 9), where values correspond to
the percentage of added reaction time for M[eye]cro compared to Baseline (i.e., negative values
mean thatM[eye]cro is faster). Overall, reaction times are pretty similar for both techniques. As
expected in the object selection phase, both techniques allow us to perform interaction very close to
the alert button, meaning that the motor movement time needed to press the handle button is very
negligible compared to the mental process. The same is true in-between the phases, as the left hand
is not yet too far from the handle in the Baseline condition. However, a small advantage (around
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Fig. 10. Results of the raw NASA TLX (Mean and CI) per high-priority task: mental demand, physical demand,

temporal demand, performance, effort and frustration. The higher the value, the most negative the answer,

e.g., a higher performance grade means less performance.

10% faster) forM[eye]cro can be observed in the property selection phase as, for Baseline, the left
hand is deported onto the rotary encoders whereas the hand always stays close to the handle for
M[eye]cro.

For the Flight condition both techniques led to similar performances in terms of percentage of
time spent in the target square (M[eye]cro 81.4% CI[79.3, 83.4], Baseline 81.5% CI[79.2, 83.9]).

4.4.4 Qualitative results. Figure 10 shows the mean Raw Nasa TLX score by high-priority task and
technique. Figure 11 highlights the difference in the TLX scores per participant between Baseline
and M[eye]cro, where a negative (resp. positive) value shows results in favor of M[eye]cro (resp.
Baseline). The Raw Nasa TLX questions were 21 Likert scales. There are no major differences
between both techniques. We can note that M[eye]cro seems to yield a slightly higher mental
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Fig. 12. Distribution of answers for participants’ preferences, perceived ease of use, perceived performance,

mental demand, physical demand and perceived stress for each technique and high-priority task.

demand, effort and frustration in the NoSecondary condition. This is also true for the other
conditions but with a more negligible effect.
Figure 12 shows the distribution of answers for participants’ preferences, perceived ease of

use, perceived performance, mental demand, physical demand and perceived stress for each high-
priority task. Overall,M[eye]cro was preferred regardless of the high-priority task condition. It
also yielded less perceived physical demand (which can also be seen in the Raw Nasa TLX answers),
and a better perceived performance (even though it is not confirmed by the Raw Nasa TLX answers).

5 DISCUSSION
We underline that our goal is not to assess whether the glove will work in on-flight conditions but
rather if there are potential benefits in using the gestures it senses. If compelling results are found,
follow up projects on hardware design can then be initiated.

Overall, when used with no high-priority task, M[eye]cro seems to yield similar performances
than those of Baseline. This result is a valuable starting point to explore an alternative option to
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Baseline. Moreover for multitasking, i.e., when performing an additional task in parallel, results
suggest that time performances with M[eye]cro seem better than with Baseline while exhibiting
more errors (around 1 error forM[eye]cro vs. 0 for Baseline per 36 trials). In the Alert condition
the two techniques perform equally, showing thatM[eye]cro can be interrupted by an external
stimulus, however, the reaction time to the stimulus was faster for M[eye]cro. In the Flight
condition M[eye]cro seems to yield better performances in terms of low-priority task completion
time and also less tracking errors. For both conditions, we hypothesize that M[eye]cro drains less
users’ visual attention. Moreover, Baseline induces more alert and tracking failures. For all these
reasons, M[eye]cro seems to be a promising new technique to perform tasks in parallel.

Unsurprisingly, time benefits of M[eye]cro mostly come from the object selection phase, since
users will always visually search the target first regardless of the technique. This gives a clear
advantage to selections based on eye-gazing. Time performances also demonstrate that the combi-
nation of eye-gaze and thumb-to-finger is a feasible and reliable solution. Time benefits also come
from the return phase, since the hand performing microgestures can stay close to the handle. We
hypothesize that time differences in the return phase might even be more pronounced depending on
the knobs’ placement. The distance to cover in order to grab the physical knobs will vary according
to their positions relative to the handle, whereas microgestures are always at hand (assuming that
the sensing technology is always available e.g., camera always on and not occluded, glove always
on and worn).

In the property selection phase, Baseline is faster thanM[eye]cro, even though in the Flight
condition both techniques yield similar time performances. The difference comes from the second
level menu (i.e., ordered list of items). We hypothesize that to input a known sequence of discrete
actions, physical controllers with haptic feedback (e.g., clicks of the rotary encoders) are better
suited than only relying on users’ proprioception. M[eye]cro also induces more property selection
errors than Baseline. Those poor performances could be due to our prototype (e.g., accidental
trigger of continuous cursor movement). Moreover, caution while operating the prototype could
also account for those time differences between M[eye]cro and Baseline. Reducing errors during
the property selection phase is critical. To do so we need to investigate if a more robust version of
the glove would solve this problem.

Moreover, a drawback of using eye-gaze to select objects is the potential interference with other
tasks requiring visual attention, as we observed in the error analysis. Solutions exist to account for
this problem, such as analyzing which part of the interface is looked at, as in GazeForm [31], or
account for the type of gaze movements like detecting saccades [16]. Given the relatively higher
number of errors in the object selection phase and participants’ feedback (e.g., several participants
stated that they were still learning while running through the experiment), we hypothesize that
the performances of M[eye]cro could be improved with practice.

Finally, another limitation is the grid design during the object selection phase of the low-priority
task. The grid was large and objects were sufficiently spaced out. These are perfect conditions
for eye-gaze pointing as eye-tracking errors are smaller than the distance between the objects.
To account for small or packed objects, a more accurate eye-tracker or pointing technique with a
disambiguation phase (largely studied in the literature [27]) would be necessary. It is worth noticing
that spaced out objects also give an edge to the snapping mechanism of Baseline.

M[eye]cro allows users to select on-screen objects and menu items. Such basic interaction tasks
are common to several contexts but the generalization of the obtained results require more studies.
While the measured performance is valid in the context of a cockpit interaction standard, other
contexts have different baseline techniques with their own benefits and drawbacks. However, our
results quantitatively established that thumb-to-finger microgestures are worth exploring.
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6 CONCLUSION
Thumb-to-finger microgestures are gestures performed with the thumb of a hand onto the fingers
of the same hand. In this paper we study the use of thumb-to-finger gestures in an integrated
interaction technique for object and command selection and we test the state-of-the-art hypothesis
stating that thumb-to-finger microgestures could be beneficial for multitasking. To do so we
designed M[eye]cro, a new interaction technique to select on-screen objects and navigate menus
through the synergistic use of eye-gaze and thumb-to-finger microgestures. In the context of cockpit
interaction, we compared M[eye]cro to an on-board aircraft interaction technique based on physical
controllers in a controlled experiment. This experiment is the first to evaluate the potential of
thumb-to-finger microgestures for multitasking.
The experiment considers the low-priority task of object and command selection but also task

switching with a high-priority alert monitoring task as well as multitasking with a high-priority
continuous retical control task. Results show that without any high-priority tasks the performances
are similar for both techniques, withM[eye]cro performing better in the object selection phase, but
poorer in the command selection. However, for task switching and multitasking M[eye]cro tends
to yield better time performance for parallel tasks (flight), and in 1 out of 3 interrupt cases (alert-
property, Figure 9). High-priority tasks are also better performed (smaller reaction time in the alert
condition, and less tracking error in the continuous control condition). Finally, M[eye]cro induces
less fatigue and is mostly preferred by the participants. Yet M[eye]cro also leads to more selection
errors. To reduce errors we identified two aspects that require further study: the glove prototype
robustness and user practice. Nevertheless, these results are promising and reveal valuable insights
into the usage of thumb-to-finger microgestures for task switching and multitasking.
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